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Introduction
Grayshott Boundary Walks is a set of 5 routes intended to help you explore 
the parish of Grayshott. Numbers 1 to 4 take in the village centre and the rural 
outskirts, each designed to follow a portion of the parish boundary. If you do 
them all then you will cover almost the entire boundary. Each walk is about 3½ 
miles, and should take about 90 minutes at a gentle stroll. The walks interlink 
and can be joined to make a longer expedition. Each begins and ends at the same 
place, although you can join them at any point.

Walk 1; Kingswood and Stoney Bottom, from the Village Hall

Walk 2; The medieval hamlet, from Waggoners Wells

Walk 3; Flat Wood and The Southwater, from Applegarth Meadow

Walk 4; The Hanger and Whitmore, from the Playing Fields

The going is mixed, always on public footpaths, open access space, bridleways 

or pavements, but varying from smooth tarmac to steep slopes, with the 

possibility of mud and slipperiness at any time of year. There are no toilet or 

refreshment facilities away from the village centre. This walk is mostly level, but 

with a sharp climb at the start and a short but steep descent towards the end. If 

you would like a shorter 

and flatter route then 

you can start and finish 

at Point 3, which has a 

small car park nearby. 

A route map is given 

on the centre pages. 

Ordnance Survey 

Explorer 133 may also be 

useful, as will the booklet 

for Walk 1.

Walk 5 is a shorter circuit 

of the village centre, all 

on pavements and level, 

accessible for those less 

mobile.

Please follow the countryside code:

• Follow the Rights of Way.

• Leave gates and property as you find them.

• Respect the peace and privacy of others.

• Leave no litter.

• Park safely and considerately.

•  Keep dogs under effective control; bag and bin it.

1. Start and Finish; Waggoners 
Wells Car Park
This is a National Trust car park, free at the time 

of writing.

Take the eastern entrance from the car park, 

walk down the track, through the watersplash 

and immediately turn left, following the blue 

bridleway arrow towards the Hunter Stone. 

The stone commemorates Sir Robert Hunter 

KCB, of Haslemere, one of the founders of 

the National Trust. Waggoners Wells were 

purchased by the National Trust in 1919, who 

also own the adjacent areas of Kingswood Firs, 

Ludshott Common and Bramshott Chase.

Not actually in Grayshott – the parish boundary 

runs up the left side of Waggoners Wells Lane 

– the ponds are too beautiful for us to ignore 

because of that minor technicality. Although 

not officially part of this walk, consider a small 

detour to do a quick circuit. The ponds were 

made around 1620 by Bramshott ironmaster 

Henry Hooke, probably as reservoirs for a forge 

further downstream. If you walk along the north bank as far as the house of 

Summerden, beyond the last pond, you’ll find the spring which allegedly inspired 

Here are some teasers 
to work on as you walk. 
You’ll find some clues in 
this leaflet but not all the 
answers – they are in the 
landscape.

•  Which Great Lake have 

you walked through?

•  How many bottoms 

have you found?

•  And how many tank 

stoppers?
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Perhaps because of its status as a modern beauty spot we think of the 

name as applying to the ponds, but it’s much older, first recorded in 1260 as 

Wakenereswolle. It’s derived from Old English ie Saxon, and in this context the 

wells – wolle – are springs welling out from the valley sides. In 1309 we know 

of an Isobel de Wakenor, and this is the traditional spelling until modern days. 

Before maps and signposts, people navigated by landmarks, and placenames 

tended to be descriptive of their location. The Saxons had dozens of words for 

hills, according to their shape and size. One such, ora, was a flat-topped ridge, 

somewhat like an upturned canoe. Hence the name wacen ora described the 

watching place ridge. It actually relates to the ridge on the northern side of the 

valley, upon which the medieval hamlet of Grayshott evolved, and up which you 

must now go. As for who was doing the watching, we will find out.

Having returned to the Hunter Stone, or perhaps never left it, you have a choice. 

The walk follows a stiff but short climb up through the woods. For a gentler but 

longer gradient proceed as follows:

Return to the lane and follow it up to the main road. You’ll see a bank to your left,

which marks the presence of a manor boundary a thousand or more years old.

Just after the entrance to Ladsland, and immediately after a picket gate through

the wire fence on your left, by the base of a lovely beech, you’ll see it curving away

through the trees. Gardeners will appreciate the backache involved in digging such

a thing, which runs for miles. Somewhere amidst those trees are the lost remains

of a lime kiln. Directly before the road junction, turn left along a concrete track,

and as it turns left, before the NT sign, turn right onto a dirt bridleway. Continue,

noting a splendid beech pollard in the corner of the Dower House garden.  Soon

you’ll reach a heap of cylindrical concrete tank-stoppers on the left. You have now 

rejoined the walk at Point 3. Pause here.

Otherwise, for the full walk:

Beyond the Hunter Stone take the prominent uphill path in a north-westerly 

direction. Ignore side paths. It becomes steep, with pronounced banks and ditches 

either side.

At the top of the steepest part 

you’ll notice the left bank swings off 

through the woods and the trees 

change from beech to mixed birch 

and pine. This is a clue to differing 

historic land usage. In the 19th 

century the land within the left bank 

was privately owned by the squire, Sir 

Archibald Keppel MacDonald, who 

grew furze (gorse) in it. Strange as 

it might seem to us, furze was once 

valuable enough to grow from seed 

as a crop, and many farms on our 

sandy soil had their own furze field. 

The young shoots up to two or three 

years old were tender and made 

a nutritious animal feed. The plant 

contains volatile oils which make 

it burn hot and clean, hence the 

vigour of heathland fires. The brush 

was dried and used as domestic 

fuel, and the stems and roots fired 

brick and lime kilns. The land up in 

front of you was the common land 

of Ludshott manor, available to those 

with commoner’s rights to graze their 

livestock. Without this grazing the 

trees are taking over what used to 

be much more open landscape.

In the 18th century this track was 

called ‘The Road to Hammer’. It 

ran up to a major road junction on 

Ludshott Common.

Tennyson to write his poem ‘Flower in the Crannied Wall’. Beyond Summerden 

you can cross the stream and return along the south bank.

On your way look out for graffiti carved on trees 

by the Canadian soldiers who were billeted 

locally during both wars.
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shop and cinema. In December 1955 there were 146 families living there. Through 

the late 1950s families started to be re-housed elsewhere, and the estate was 

eventually closed and demolished in 1962.

The trees have grown up since that time – nature recovers quickly. Some of the 

army foundations remain, mysterious mossy lumps of concrete emerging here 

and there from the bracken. So too does evidence of civilian life, amidst the 

trees are glimpses of the residents’ long untended gardens; roses, honeysuckle, 

jasmine appear strangely incongruous among the birches.

Carry straight on. Shortly you should see some overhead cables on your left.

Continue along the path as it twists and turns, with a bank close on your right,

and ignore all side paths. Eventually a small path forks to the right, towards some

rhododendrons. Ignore it and follow the main path as it curves left. You’ll come

to a broad ride with power cables overhead. Turn right and the ride will lead

you onto a concrete track, a Canadian army road. Turn right again, reaching

the gate of Yaffles. Just after the NT sign turn left along a dirt bridleway. As you

go, note a splendid beech pollard in the corner of the Dower House garden. Soon

you’ll reach a heap of

cylindrical concrete tank-

stoppers on the left. Pause here.

3. The Wacen Ora
You are now on the plateau of 

the ridge top, the wacen ora. 

The tank stoppers are another 

reminder of the Canadian 

soldiers; there are dozens of 

them sprinkled around. This is 

a convenient place to perch 

on the stoppers for a while and 

read the next section.

The path levels out and a few hundred yards from the Hunter Stone you’ll reach a

cross-path in a small clearing, with a triple-stemmed tree opposite. (If you seem to

be slogging on forever and eventually reach a vehicle track, you’ve overshot – turn

back!) Turn right and continue along a broad path. You’ll soon reach a bollard with 

a ‘no cycling’ sign on it. Pause here. 

2. Superior Camp
You’re now walking through the eastern part of Ludshott Common, which has a 

slightly more colourful 20th century history than might immediately appear.

During the 1850s the government established a new army camp at Aldershot. Its 

training area encompassed Grayshott, Bramshott and Headley, whose heaths 

and commons were ideal for mass manoeuvres. During WW1 the Canadian 

Army Corps came under the jurisdiction of Aldershot Command and thousands 

of Canadian Soldiers were billeted in huge camps around our villages. The same 

happened in WW2, and 

you are walking through 

the site of one such – 

Superior Camp. The others 

were Huron and Ontario 

Camps, on Bramshott 

Common over towards 

the A3, and Erie Camp in 

Headley Down, now the site 

of Heatherlands estate.

In 1941 the Royal Engineers 

erected over a hundred 

buildings here, some of 

brick but mostly wooden 

Nissen huts, along with 

the associated stores, 

canteen, parade ground, 

rifle range, roads, sewage tanks and so on. The adjacent common was used 

as a tank training ground. After the war the camp was used to house civilians, 

initially young married couples on the council house waiting list. In this guise the 

camp took on its second life, as Superior Estate, and grew to include a school, 

Number 100, Superior Road, post-war. By 

courtesy of former resident Pat Nightingale.

Tank stoppers were lifted into position using a 
chain through the steel loop. Each has its date of 
manufacture scratched into the wet concrete.
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The survey has given us an accurate snapshot of the landscape at this moment, 

which is also a pattern rooted in the deep past. You are at Point a.

In front of you, the open land glimpsed through the scrub is the site of the 

medieval hamlet of Grayshott – Graveshotte as it was known for centuries – or 

Graf Sceat to the Saxons, which approximately translates as Grove Corner. 

The beech pollard you just passed marks the east corner of Richard Gill’s land. 

Pollarding is the process of cutting off a hardwood sapling, usually beech, oak, 

ash or willow, at head – or poll – height. New branches grow up straight and 

clean from the cut, beyond the reach of grazing animals, and every several 

years they can be harvested for fuel or crafts. The presence of pollards indicates 

a traditional land use called wood pasture, meaning rough grazing beneath 

trees – a clever way of mixing woodland and livestock. Interestingly, pollards 

were frequently used as boundary markers, although this one is too young to 

have known Richard. The size of its branches shows that it hasn’t been harvested 

for many, many decades.

Now, a quick summary of Grayshott’s first hundred million years. The land 

beneath you was formed in the Cretaceous Period. Sea levels were higher 

then and Grayshott was under a shallow lagoon. Sediment washed in by rivers 

became compacted to form our Lower Greensand bedrock. Movements of 

the Earth’s crust eventually pushed Grayshott up into a ridge, now called the 

Hindhead Anticline. When you travel along the B3002 you follow the eroded 

hinge of this anticline, the result of tectonic movements thirty million years ago.

The Ice Age glaciers didn’t reach Grayshott. Nevertheless, periodically over 

hundreds of thousands of years the climate was arctic, the land bound by 

permafrost, growing only tough grass and moss. Very occasionally bands of 

adventurous human hunters visited from far south. One of them left a flint tool in 

Headley. A mammoth’s tooth has been dug up in Godalming, and their tusks in 

Farnham, but nothing so far in Grayshott.

By the Mesolithic period, from about eleven to six thousand years ago, the ice 

had retreated and the climate warmed. Southern Britain became covered first 

by steppe, then by forest of birch, Scots pine, hazel and oak. This forest was less 

dense on the dry, infertile soil of our greensand hills, which created attractive 

conditions for mobile groups of hunter-gatherers to camp and hunt. Their flint 

tools have been found all around our area.

From the stoppers, look north across the bridleway. Approximately, you are on 

the boundary of Grayshott (formerly Headley) parish and the medieval manor of 

Bishop’s Sutton to the north, and Bramshott parish and the manor of Ludshott to 

the south. The actual boundary follows the line of old concrete posts a few yards 

into the scrub in front of you. These are ancient demarcations, first described 

in detail in the 16th century but certainly much, much older. According to a 

perambulation of Ludshott Manor made in 1572, from this point ‘the course goeth 

to Graciot corner, distance near half a mile along the hedge shoting North 

west to Farnham way’. If you came up Waggoners Wells Lane then according 

to a survey made by the Bishop of Winchester in 1552 you have walked ‘in the 

direction of north in brokes bottom until the east corner of the land of Richard Gill 

called yalcroft’.

This is a good moment to glance at the map of Tudor Grayshott, below, which 

is reconstructed from the Bishop’s survey. He was Grayshott’s lord of the manor. 
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to occupy this ridge the Saxons made a tun (an enclosure or farmstead) in the 

area of Bulls Farm, which we will reach later. It was a sentinel upon the wacen 

ora – the watching place ridge – standing guard over their villages along the 

Wey valley, and offering a safe staging post to travellers. From this foundation 

the fields and homesteads spread north onto the spur of Flat Wood, east across 

the Applegarth plateau, and south to where you are now. The entire ridgetop 

settlement of over 100 acres was protected by a hedged bank and ditch, much 

of which still exists, and which you will follow.

That’s enough for now, time to move on. In the words of our Tudor scribe ‘then 

aim in the direction of west above the ditch of the holding of the master of 

graveshott in the north part ... until Hawdene corner’. The eroded remains of this 

ditch can be seen through the trees on your right, all along.

Continue on the bridleway, heading west to north-west, ignoring side paths.

At your left foot you’ll start to see a line of old concrete post footings, the remains 

of the Superior Camp perimeter fence. At the request of local people the army 

left a gap between their fence and the one on your right, to allow civilians 

unobstructed passage. The original bridleway, 

or driftway as it was called, ran to your right, 

between the ancient ditch and the concrete 

posts. In olden days it was a fineable offence for 

the villagers of Grayshott to allow their livestock 

to trespass onto the land of another manor. 

Therefore a gap was left between the fields 

and the manor boundary to allow our citizens 

to safely drive their animals between their 

manor’s commons on either side of the enclosed 

farmland.

Villagers were allowed extensive rights by manor 

custom to use the common land. As well as grazing animals they could gather 

firewood, furze, bracken (for animal bedding and fuel), herbs, fruit and nuts, sand 

and stones. But only within their own manor. Here, all of the land to your left was 

part of Ludshott manor, therefore prohibited to the predations of Grayshott’s 

people. Yet the proximity of their farms led to unbearable temptations and the 

manor court records of Ludshott contain several references to our forbears’ 

Neolithic farmers began to clear the natural forest, although they seem to have 

preferred the open chalk downs to our greensand. A few tools have been found 

locally, but it seems that their owners left our ridge as forest in which to hunt, 

gather and harvest woodland materials. Agriculture intensified in the Bronze 

Age and farms spread up onto the greensand. The heaths around Grayshott 

originated in this period – the village is built upon land which was worked by 

farmers a few thousand years ago. Their cultivation caused the thin, dry soils to 

starve and the land reverted to pasture then rough grazing. The farmers also  

left their mark in the form of burial mounds (or barrows) nearby. A Bronze Age 

torc – a neck ornament – was found close to this spot, and there are hints 

of prehistoric activity and perhaps a barrow cemetery towards the top of 

Waggoners Wells Lane. 

Iron Age remains haven’t yet been found in Grayshott. It’s thought that the high 

ground was used as summer grazing by farmers from the lowlands. Some of our 

old roads such as Hammer Lane evolved as driftways for moving livestock up 

onto the ridge. Although no definite evidence of Roman settlement has so far 

been found in Grayshott, they were present in the surrounding area.

Which brings us to the Saxon, or Early Medieval period, which in southern Britain 

loosely spans the time from the end of Roman rule in 410 AD in to the arrival of 

William the Conqueror in 1066. This is the time from which we suspect there has 

been permanent, continuous habitation in Grayshott. After the Romans left, 

the Germanic peoples of Angles, Saxons and Jutes began to occupy southern 

Britain. In our area, by about the year 600, Saxons were colonising along the 

River Wey. Godalming, Eashing, Frensham, Thursley, Lynchmere, Liphook and 

Headley are all Saxon settlements. The Saxons were primarily farmers, driven 

to emigrate by population growth in their homeland. They were also warriors; 

if necessary they fought to take land and to keep it, against the Britons and 

against each other. They would have looked up from their new fields towards the 

knobbly, heath-covered ridge that dominated the valleys for miles around, and 

understood its strategic value. The ridge of Grayshott and its spur of Flat Wood 

offers long views across the Wey valley, from the South Downs in a westerly arc 

around to the Hog’s Back beyond Farnham. They wouldn’t have ignored this 

natural observation post that looked over their homes. They would certainly have 

noticed the eroded driftways where for hundreds or thousands of years the locals 

had been driving their livestock up to summer pasture.

A working theory, derived from the field pattern of medieval Grayshott, is that 

This map of 1846 shows the 
driftway running between the 
fields and the manor/parish 
boundary.
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Farms of this size were really smallholdings, worked by an extended family and, in 

conjunction with commoner’s rights, produced enough to support the family in 

very modest comfort with a small surplus in good years. Their occupants, known 

as husbandmen, were unfree tenants of the lord of the manor. They rented their 

land under a set of customary rules, and owed labour service and taxes in return 

for spiritual and economic protection. They weren’t allowed to leave the manor 

for more than a day without permission, they paid tithes on their harvest and 

taxes upon clearing new land, renting a property, marrying and dying.

Immediately to your north, the nearest field was called Orchard Field. Every farm 

had one. To its left was Warpole Field. It’s names like this which give a clue to the 

hamlet’s antiquity, because Warpole is derived from the Saxon word werepeth, 

meaning a bridleway or pack road. Look up the sunken track – that’s it.

The place you’re standing at was in 1552 ‘The Wood of the Lord Marquisse of 

Winchester called Hawden’. That’s another Saxon word, haga dene, meaning 

a hedged hunting enclosure in 

a valley. Nearby, Pointsbrook 

Bottom runs down across Ludshott 

to Gentle’s Copse at the far 

south-west corner. Within Gentle’s 

Copse are the remains of the 

drystone walls of a suspected 

medieval deer enclosure, which 

as described in Walk 1 is a 

reminder of this area’s ancestry as 

part of the royal hunting forest of 

Woolmer.

Robert’s farm of Grassot was of 

21½ acres, with its house and 

garden on the site of modern 

Grayshott Hall. He held it ‘in 

the right of his wife Elizabeth’, 

meaning it was her marriage 

dowry. Robert already had form 

for pinching wood elsewhere, 

and his will lists among his 

possessions ‘ii lodes of spoke tymber, nave tymber and ffelow tymber’. The 

smallholders needed more than one source of income, and in Robert’s case 

transgressions. Thus in 1458 ‘John Langford of Grayshut cut and carried away 

one cart-load of wood and one of bracken from the common land of the Lord’s 

tenants without permission’. He was fined 3d (1.5p). The wills of two of Grayshott’s 

Tudor farmers itemise fern scythes, which were one of the special tools such as 

turf shovels that evolved to exploit the heath’s resources.

The bridleway tends down into a shallow valley. A few yards before it joins a wide,

curving gravel track, turn off right up a small earthen path between trees. Pause 

where the track becomes sunken.

4. Hawdene
You are now standing at what feels like an ancient little spot, Point b on the Tudor 

map, at the southern edge of the medieval hamlet. To your north were the fields 

of two farms, which in 1552 were called Grassot, occupied by Robert Luckin, and 

Home House, occupied by John Warner.

Now to study the Tudor map in more detail. From 

the foundation settlement at Bulls, a ribbon of small 

farms developed eastwards along a central lane, 

then known as Graveshotte Lane. The Tudor situation 

represents several hundred years of development 

since the first settlement, but you can see that there is 

a strip pattern. Each farm has its north-east boundary 

on the lip of Whitmore Hanger, from which its small 

fields run ladder-like to the south-west. This is called a 

co-axial field system and examples are known as far 

back as the Bronze Age (which is not to say that ours 

is that old). Each holding originally had a plot of 10 

or 20 acres, which is a quarter or half of the medieval 

land measure called a virgate. When analysed in 

conjunction with documents and archaeology, it’s 

clear that the hamlet grew in a series of ‘tides’ from 

Hammer Lane eastwards. You’ll walk across some of 

these tidelines later. Each farm had its dwelling and 

yard beside the lane, and its small fields, known as 

‘closes’, adjacent. The process was complete before 

the onset of the Black Death in 1348, and probably 

well over a hundred years earlier.

The Marquess referred to was 

William Paulet, Baron St John, 1st 

Earl of Wiltshire, Lord Lieutenant of 

Hampshire, Keeper of Alice Holt and 

Woolmer Forests, Lord High Treasurer 

of England, and Lord of the Manor 

of Ludshott. A formidable sounding 

character. At Ludshott manor court 

of 10th November 1530 it was found 

that ‘John Graciott set fire to the 

Lord’s wood, to the number of 2 

oaks, at Hawdene’. His punishment 

would have been a fine of 6s 8d 

(33p) per tree. In 1570 our Robert 

Luckin was accused in court of 

carrying away a cartload of the 

Lord’s property from Hawden.
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it was wheelbuilding, albeit perhaps using stolen goods. He died in 1572, after 

‘committyng hymself to an unskylfull surgion was cutt at Farnham and died and 

was ther buried’. The rest of his inventory reveals a lifestyle of modest comfort – 

flock beds, brass candlesticks, ‘bakon hangyng at the rooffe’….

Walk up the sunken path.

After a few yards you’ll see a gateway in the fence 

to the right, which leads straight into Robert’s old 

field of Warpole. It’s easy to see how he could have 

been so tempted to nip through his hedge, scurry 

down the werepeth into Hawden and commit a little 

nocturnal pilfering.

Continue, past another nice beech pollard on the left. 

The path levels, continues through trees, and

reaches a distinct path-crossing with a small 

oak tree at its centre. You have reached 

Grayshott Corner.

5. Grayshott Corner
This now somewhat anonymous little spot, Point 

c on the Tudor map, was once a significant local 

landmark. Here converged the roads across Ludshott 

from Bramshott and Liphook, thence onwards 

around the western edge of Grayshott. The crossing 

path was known as Farnham Way, an interesting 

name which indicates it was rather more than just a 

local footpath. In fact, it probably once formed part 

of the route connecting the wool-trading towns of 

Petersfield and Farnham.

Now you have another choice – to continue the 3 

1/2 mile walk, or, if you want to follow the maximum 

accessible extent of the parish boundary there is 

an extension which makes a solid 5-plus miles, with 

a bonus sharp descent and climb. For the short version, go straight to Point 5a 

at page 24. To take the extension, which is quite exciting in places, proceed as 

follows.

From Grayshott Corner, ignore the cross-path and go straight over, with a picket 

fence to your right hand.

In doing this, you are following the survey of 1552, by continuing past ‘said corner 

beyond the highway there to a certain ditch upon the heath and thus .... in the 

direction of west in the said long  ditch.’ The ditch has long since been filled in – 

there would have been a corresponding bank.

On your right is the house of Dunelm, built in 1940 by Isobel Durham. During the 

war Isobel and her young daughter Jane saw a plane crash down onto the 

common. Thinking it was German, the Durham ladies armed themselves with 

garden rakes and rushed to apprehend the crew. Unfortunately it was British, and 

there were no survivors.

Continue to the car park, which at the time of publication is being used as a logging

depot. Turn left, across the car park, and walk out onto the open common, to a

broad, sandy track. On your left is a bench, an invitation to admire the view.

Straight ahead of you on the skyline is the notch in the South Downs through which 

the A3 runs. The hill to its right is Butser. To the Saxons was Bryhtes Ora, meaning 

Britons’ Ridge, presumably from the extensive prehistoric earthworks upon it. Our 

Grayshott Corner from 

a map of 1739. Note 

the depiction of neat 

hedgerows with regular 

standards for timber.

The survey script of this section of the boundary. Note the little flower drawn by 

the scribe, perhaps a tiny joy at the end of his shift?
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somewhere to your right, amidst the furze. 

The land this side is Ludshott Common, the 

other side was once Headley Common. 

The word ‘common’ in this sense doesn’t 

mean ordinary or undistinguished, but ‘of 

the community’.

Until recently it was thought that the 

common was almost archaeologically 

sterile, largely due to wartime damage. 

However, a recent survey has identified 

several hundred features of archeological 

significance. Without knowing it, you’ll walk 

very close to the site of an old barrow, 

now obliterated to the point of being 

invisible to all but expert eyes. There are 

hints of prehistoric activity back near Point 

3, including two potential barrows in the 

garden of Yaffles. Ahead of you, at Gentles 

Copse, there are clues to another barrow, 

described in 1552 as ‘gentells gate upon 

black barrow’. Recent excavations on 

Petersfield Heath have revealed barrows 

with black centres, arising from their 

construction of layers of turf. The evidence 

is fragmentary but highly tantalising.

Many parish and county 

boundaries are truly ancient, 

traceable back to Saxon charters, 

including ours. It was common 

for the Saxons to use prehistoric 

barrows as ready-made 

boundary markers, especially at 

corners, which Yaffles and Black 

Barrow are. Archeologists have 

theorised that during the Bronze 

Age, at a time of land pressure, 

communities buried their dead in 

barrows at prominent locations 

greensand ridge is an equally prominent landmark from the Downs. Perhaps as 

the sun is dipping and mist creeps up the bottoms, one can imagine the relief 

of Saxon travellers from the south as they plodded up from the nasty, wet river 

valley and caught the homely whiff of woodsmoke drifting from the tun of Graf 

Sceat, accustomed to exchanging news in return for shelter and anticipating an 

evening of warmed mead, fresh bread and story-telling around the fire.

 6. Ludshott Common

Turn right and head north-west along a broad, sandy track

Ludshott is delightful in any season. In winter the bleached grass stems pick 

up hoar frost, and crystallise at sunrise. For spring, it’s dressed in bright yellow 

coconut-fragranced furze. Summer brings the purple carpet of heather and ling, 

followed by gold-foiled birch in autumn.

The track is relatively recent, made when the common was restored after 

being decimated as a tank training ground during WW2. The parish boundary is 

The boundary across the 

heath is shown on the 1739 

map as ‘a old bank’, the 

counterpart to the ditch of 

1552. This bank in fact once ran 

the entire distance that you 

have walked so far, and much 

further, a mind-boggling effort 

to dig. It was more than just a 

token marker, it would have 

been several feet from base 

to top, a physical deterrent 

to wandering livestock and 

larcenous characters the like 

of John Graciott and Robert 

Luckin.

One day, on Ludshott 

Common, a Neolithic 

archer lost their arrow. 

Almost five thousand 

years later a walker 

found its beautifully 

worked flint head on 

the surface of a path. 
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(or Canes) in the parish for 

centuries, but solid evidence for 

the rest of the story is lacking.

In 1855, the Headley Inclosure 

caused the commons to be 

enclosed and sold off. In the 

1770s one Sir Thomas Miller 

MP bought Froyle Place near 

Alton, and he soon acquired 

land in Headley and Grayshott. 

Through the Inclosure his son 

and successor, the Reverend 

Sir Thomas Combe Miller, 

gained another 248 acres, 

including Headley Common. He 

incorporated this land into his 

Wishanger Estate, some 1,800 

acres along the left bank of the 

stream between Grayshott and 

Frensham Pond.

Sir Thomas jnr was a keen 

sportsman; his grandson said 

of him ‘My grandfather hunted 

hard to hounds and drank two bottles of port with his dinner. I wonder he wasn’t 

sick.’ He converted Headley Common into a hunting estate. He employed a 

gamekeeper, planted stands of trees, and started to gentrify Robert Luckin’s 

old farmhouse into a country mansion in which to entertain his guests. He also 

created tree-lined ornamental drives. You are standing in one of them. Look 

around and you’ll see, amidst the scrub and saplings, a double row of mature 

sweet chestnuts. Planted circa 1860, these avenues run for over two miles – from 

here, east along what is now the B3002, then up Kiln Way and along the valley 

of Long Gut. Planted 12 yards apart, two-by-two, it was over 600 trees. That’s a 

lot of nuts! Hundreds of them survive, mostly on private land, and this is the best 

publicly accessible place to imagine the effect. 

Continue ahead, uphill to the drive. The view across to your right is a good place

to admire a few more chestnuts, magnificently gnarled. Cross the drive, and follow

around their territorial boundary, to reinforce their ancestral claim to the land. 

Skylines such as you’re on now were popular spots. The argument is highly tenuous 

but there is an intriguing possibility that the string of barrows from Gentles up across 

Ludshott to Grayshott represent a tribal boundary from the time of Stonehenge.

The track makes a left-hand circuit. About 500 yards after the bench you’ll reach

a cross-path, with a bench on one opposite corner and a birch tree on the other. If

you don’t wish to do the full extension then this is a convenient place to U-turn and

retrace your steps to Point 5. To press on, turn right and follow the crossing path 

between gorse and trees until you reach the B3002 at Seymour Road.

For centuries Grayshott was part of Headley, an entirely agricultural parish. By the 

end of the 19th century the growth spurt of commercially-developed Grayshott 

village had created a new centre of gravity with different management 

requirements. In 1902 this was recognised by instituting Grayshott as a separate 

parish. This is the place at which the authorities ‘cut along the dotted line’. From 

here the parish boundary heads straight up through Fairlands. There’s no public 

right of way so we need to take a detour.

Turn left and follow the pavement alongside the road, a traffic-noisy stretch.

Continue for about half a mile, passing the driveway to Land of Nod on your right.

Shortly afterwards, there’s a footpath sign on the opposite verge. Cross the road,

follow the sign through the trees into an open area of grass, and head almost

directly north to the diagonally opposite corner of a car park. Just around the

corner, go through a gateway onto a dirt path, which turns to the right following

a yellow footpath arrow, and heads down into woodland. Pause at the bottom of a 

shallow valley.

7. The Land Of Nod
You’re now in the Land of Nod, formerly Headley Common. Legend has it that 

the biblical name arose from a member of the local Cain family who killed his 

brother and was exiled to live out on the wild heath. There certainly were Cains 

This OS map of 1869 shows Miller’s newly-planted 
avenues and hunting estate upon the former 
common. You are standing on the path just above 
the ‘A’ in HEADLEY.
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Until now, you’ve been walking in the parishes of Bramshott and Headley, the 

closest that modern rights of way will allow to the perimeter of Grayshott. You 

passed safely into Grayshott as you came over the lip of the valley. As every 

cyclist and walker knows, all roads home to Grayshott are uphill, and the next 

stretch is no exception.

Follow the path up the opposite side of the valley, extremely steep, rutted and root-

strewn. Continue, in a straight line, through pine woods.

All around you’ll see the little whortleberry bushes, or hurts. After 

pink flowers in spring, the purple-black summer berries can 

be harvested for jam, preserves and dye-making. They were 

a bonus crop for the commoners, to eat or sell. Remember 

Stephen Boxall from Walk 1?

When you reach Hammer Lane, turn

right and follow the tarmac lane,

southwards. There’s no footpath but

it’s usually quiet and there are some 

stretches of flat grass verge.

9. Hammer Lane
Now you’re heading back to re-join 

the main walk. On your left is a pine 

plantation, now called Flat Wood, 

which will be explored properly in Walk 

3. The original plantation was made 

around 1800 by Sir Thomas Miller upon 

some exhausted fields of the medieval 

hamlet. As you approach a 30mph sign, 

look back into the woods over your left shoulder. You’ll see a large bank running 

diagonally off into the trees. This is one of the many surviving medieval field 

banks, in this case the very northern boundary of Grayshott’s farmland, Point i on 

the Tudor map. Once you’ve got your eye in, you’ll see more banks slanting into 

the trees all along this stretch of road. Imagine these banks, originally at least six 

the footpath in a generally straight line, as per the map above, and past the corner 

of Fairlands.

Beyond Fairlands, to your left, is a sweet chestnut coppice. The chestnut is native 

to the Mediterreanean region and thought to have been introduced by the 

Romans for its nuts. Now naturalised, it’s a popular coppice crop in our area. The 

wood is high in tannin, as durable as oak, and traditionally used for fences and 

building poles. These ones haven’t been harvested for decades.

Continue. Beyond the paddock the path starts to descend, becoming steep and

lumpy underfoot. Take care! Pause when you reach the middle of the bottom, 

hopefully on your feet.

8. The Long Gut
This steeply incised little valley is Long Gut. 

Gut, derived from gotu, is yet another Saxon 

landscape word, meaning a stream, and 

old maps do indeed show a stream along 

here. Nowadays it’s always boggy, and 

householders southwards from this point 

sometimes find springs erupting from their 

gardens during wet winters. Look closely and 

you’ll see more remnants of Miller’s chestnut 

avenue, here stunted and shattered, the 

stretch to the left of ‘Y’ on the 1869 map. 

From this point the avenue’s end is about 

500 yards north, and the trees are mostly still 

present.

Incredibly, given the swamp, the valley 

you’re standing in once contained a 

driftway, from Barford Lane up to Hammer 

Lane. In 1552 it was called Dene Lane, Dene 

being predictably yet another Saxon word, from denu, a long valley. It’s entirely 

feasible that this track, which was closed as a right of way by the Inclosure, was 

used by prehistoric farmers to drive their livestock back and forth between the 

riverside pastures of Barford and the summer grazing of Grayshott’s heath.

This map of 1794 shows that 

even then Grayshott was 

an enclosed settlement with 

a ring fence – compare it 

to Headley and Bramshott 

– a fact supported by 

archaeology and documents.
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Waggoners estate, the playing fields and Beech Lane, down the stump of 

School Lane, beside Yew Tree Cottage and then down into and along Whitmore 

Bottom. It’s on private land here so you can’t explore, but a few yards beyond 

the overgrown scrub it becomes a typical ancient sunken lane. The other way, it 

ran across Headley Common to Arford.

Carry on along the bridleway to the road. Cross, turn right, and continue past the

No23 bus stop. This is part of Tudor Barnfield Lane. Pause a moment at the junction 

with Hammer Lane.

Opposite is the entrance lodge and ornamental gateway to Grayshott Hall, 

until recently Grayshott Spa and at the time of publication standing sadly 

dilapidated. There’ll be more about Grayshott Hall in Walk 3.

Turn left and walk north along Hammer Lane. Take care, there is no footpath and

four-wheeled road-users are sometimes surprised by the presence of two-legged

ones. After about 30 yards there is a gap in the hedge, beside a big oak, where you 

can hop up onto the bank and take a preview of Bulls Farm.

feet from ditch-foot to bank-top, filled with dense tangles of bramble and nettle, 

and topped with a prickly hedge. That is what surrounded and protected the 

entire perimeter of medieval Grayshott.

Continue along Hammer Lane, trying not to get run over. After the last house on the

right, Barn Hatch, pause in the entrance to an iron-gated field. You are now back on 

the main walk at Point 10, having missed out on Point 5a.

5a. Graveshott Lane (Continued from Point 5 at Page 15)

At Grayshott Corner, turn right along the bridleway. Head north for about 130 

yards to a junction with a track on the east, by a clump of bamboo.

You’re now on the perimeter track outside the western end of medieval 

Grayshott’s fields, at Point d on the Tudor map. We’ve already heard that people 

from the south knew it as 

Farnham Way. To Grayshott’s 

16th century citizens, the 

stretch ahead of you was 

Barnfield Lane, and their 

20th century counterparts 

called it Cow Lane, after the 

farmer at Bulls Farm driving 

his cattle along here to graze 

out on Ludshott. All of which 

are better than its immensely 

boring modern official name 

– Grayshott 5.

To the east is the course of 

the old hamlet’s original 

through road, Graveshotte 

Lane, which until the 

1880s ran straight across 

the front of Grayshott 

Hall to Waggoners Bend, 

then diagonally across 

The builder of Grayshott Hall, Alexander 

Whitaker, got fed up with villagers trotting 

past his window and in 1887 he applied 

to the Quarter Sessions of her Majesty’s 

Justices of the Peace at Southampton for 

an order for ‘The Turning, Diverting and 

Stopping Up that part of the existing Upper 

Grayshott Road near Grayshott Hall in the 

parish of Headley.’ The Justices approved, 

having found that ‘the proposed diversion 

will be more commodious for the public 

than the existing road.’ It was certainly more 

commodious for the Whitakers. The modern 

B3002 follows the route of his diversion, and 

this centuries-old lane was indeed Stopped 

Up. We think the short row of mature pine 

trees immediately opposite is a form of 

arboreal road block.
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It’s unlikely that William and his descendants actually lived at Bulls. They had 

other lands in Barford, and we know from the 1552 survey that’s its medieval 

farmhouse was derelict. This was probably a legacy of the 14th century’s Great 

Famine and Black Death, which through that century reduced the population by 

50%. In 1552 three out of the six farmhouses in Grayshott were derelict, although 

the land was still worked. Most likely, William and his family commuted up from 

their home in Barford.

Alexander Whitaker modernised Bulls as part of his expansion of Grayshott Hall. In 

the 1890s he built the stable block (the low building, now a house) and four pairs 

of cottages, all of which still exist. It was his ‘home farm’, a showpiece supplying 

produce to the Hall and a dormitory for its staff.

In 1871, 13 years before Whitaker’s arrival, Bulls was home to just one family of 

farm labourers, mum, dad and son. By 1882 the old farmhouse was a tenement 

This is quite a pleasant spot to sneak a moment of this very charming little 

scene. These meadows are the remnant of Bulls Farm, the last surviving piece 

of Grayshott’s medieval farmland. Off to the far right a row of oaks standing on 

the remains of a substantial bank mark the limit of cultivation; they are former 

hedgerow standards as pictured on the map of Grayshott Corner.

Continue a short way, until the lane bends to the left. Pause in the field entrance 

with an iron farm gate. Point e on the Tudor map.

10. Bulls Farm
This is where you hope to be rejoined by surviving members of your group who 

opted for the extension.

Look over the gate into Bulls Farm. Thought to be Grayshott’s foundation 

settlement, Bulls is first  documented in 1274, when Julia of Graveselate paid an 

entry tax of 3s 4d (17p) for land from her 

father, as dowry for her marriage to one 

Walter. Walter then had to pay another 

3s 4d for a marriage license. This is an 

example of how the lives of feudal tenants 

were regulated by manor lords, and how 

those lords earned some of their money. 

In 1552 its tenant was William Graveshott 

Junior, who passed it on through 

generations of his descendants. Although 

Grayshott’s farmers were tenants rather 

than freeholders they had extensive rights 

of protection and tenure, and one such 

was the right of inheritance. Another was 

the right to customary rent, which meant 

that the rent was permanently fixed on 

the numerical value at which is was first 

agreed, and remained at that figure 

forever. For Bulls, this was 3 shillings (15p) 

per year. Whenever the property  

changed hands, as per Julia’s dowry,  

the entry tax was payable, the feudal 

version of stamp duty.

The fields of Bulls, with Cane’s farmhouse to the left. In front of it was Barn Field, 

namesake of the adjacent lane. Somewhere beneath its turf is the ghost of a 

Tudor or medieval barn.

By the 18th century Bulls was 

occupied by the Cane family, 

who around 1770 built the 

replacement farmhouse, 

which you can see off to the 

left. The meadows in front 

of you were originally small 

closes, all arable. By 1868 

they’d been opened up into 

two large fields, to make 

the use of horse-powered 

machines easier. In the right 

light you can still make out 

an ancient boundary, a long 

hump running from the lone 

oak towards the single-storey 

house. By 1882 they’d been 

converted to pasture, and so 

they remain.
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for two families totaling four adults and nine children. At thirteen people in a 

house, the reality of rural overcrowding fell short of the Victorian oil-painters’ 

romantic notions of cottage life.

By 1911 the modernised farm was home to nine families, each with their own 

house. Their members included three domestic gardeners, two house-boys, two 

motor drivers, a chauffeur, a house-painter, an odd-job man, an apprentice 

dressmaker, a carpenter and a gentleman’s servant, as well as the farm trades 

of cowman, stockman, carter and dairymaid. The front doors of all the cottages 

faced directly towards the Hall, and the woodwork was painted bottle green. 

Whitaker was a generous patron towards Edwardian Grayshott and without 

doubt he improved the living standards of his tenants at Bulls immeasurably.

The little vale here deepens to the north and becomes an incised valley, the 

Long Gut, for which refer back to Point 8. The driftway of Dene Lane there 

mentioned emerged onto Hammer Lane immediately to your right. Now, its trace 

is beneath the garden of Barn Hatch.

About turn, cross the road, and proceed along the byway.

11. Bull Lane and Old Land
You’re now walking along Bull Lane, the ancient track that links Bulls Farm to 

the nearest running water, in Whitmore Bottom. For centuries the farmers of Bulls 

would have driven their livestock along here on a daily basis, out to forage on 

the common land of Whitmore.

After the house of Boscobel, pause at a footpath on the left into Flat Wood.

In 1552 Flat Wood was fields, called Old Land. The short stretch of Hammer Lane 

to the south was called Old Land Lane. The name is significant. It usually applies 

to a settlement’s primary site of cultivation, and reinforces the view that this is 

the core of medieval Grayshott. Flat Wood is explored properly in Walk 3; for 

the moment take a quick peek in to the right of the path (point f on the Tudor 

map) and note, once more, the presence of a large bank and ditch. The ditch is 

outside the bank, showing that the structure’s purpose is to protect the contents, 

not to confine them.

If you want to link to Walk 3 then take the path up through Flat Wood. Otherwise,

continue along Bull Lane, between steel gate posts, to a point where the gradient 

descends.

This is another beautiful viewpoint, through the beechwoods and across 

Whitmore. If you have the stamina for another walk then you’ll come up the 

track on Walk 3. For today it’s enough to reflect that this was once part of our 

predecessors’ community land, their free food store, grazing and builder’s 

merchant.

Look for a footpath fingerpost to your right. Step through the bank and follow the

path, with meadow to your right and trees to your left. Continue through a gate,

now with the estate of Applegarth Vale on your right. Shortly after the gate, pause 

at a small thicket by a kink in the path.

Bull Lane 

descends but 

you don’t. After 

admiring the 

clenched-root 

beeches, bear 

right through 

the gap.
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12. The Medieval Fields
You are at Point g on the Tudor map. Here you can see the remains of one of 

the old field banks, beneath the thicket nudging towards the houses. It makes 

a hump in the path, then extends straight down 

the hanger to Bull Lane. To its west was the close 

once known as Beechen Row, part of Kings farm, 

which was documented as a ‘furlong’ of area (ie 

10 acres) in 1287. Kings medieval farmstead was 

probably near the entrance to Applegarth estate. 

Its customary rent was 2s 3d (11p) per year.

East of the bank, to your left as you look towards 

the houses, was Poor Devil close, which tells 

you what the farmer thought of it. It was part of 

Barneland farm, another 10 acre plot, which in 

the 16th century was held by John Warner, who 

as Grayshott’s biggest landowner at that time 

described himself as a yeoman. There’ll be more 

about John, his wife Elizabeth, and their Tudor 

lifestyle in Walk 3.

Barneland’s rent at 3s 4d (17p), was higher than 

for the same area at Kings. The path here has a 

kink in it, which correlates to a discontinuity in the 

woodland-side field boundary. These are clues to 

successive phases of clearance separated by an 

interval sufficient for medieval inflation to increase 

rents – a tideline. Nonetheless, this is an organised 

field system – here and in Flat Wood the plots are 

laid out in strips, each about 180 yards wide. This 

would have been the local furlong – the distance 

customarily ploughed by ox in one pull. Each plot 

had a part of the flat plateau for crop land, and 

a portion of the hanger for wood. It feels a very 

ancient and equable system, the co-ordinated 

effort and understanding of a community. As 

you walk along the bend in the path, your feet 

are touching a centuries old memory of that 

community’s need for more land.

Each smallholding was divided crossways into closes of 2-4 acres. These tiny 

closes survived well into the second half of the 19th century. Like the perimeter, 

they were divided by a ditch, bank and hedge. A lease for this exact land from 

1860 stipulates ‘whenever the coppices hedges hedgerows and fences are cut 

leave all young heyres tillers and saplings thereon uncut and preserve the same 

from injury’. On the bank you can see the hugely outgrown remains of an old 

beech coppice, a relict of this process, as are the oak standards that you may 

recall from the far side of Bulls.

Continue along the path, past the houses, to a crossing path within a copse.

13. High Graveshott
Now at Point h on the Tudor map, the cross-path marks another tideline. This far, 

the farm strips ran perpendicular to the hanger. Beyond, they ran parallel. The 

cross-path remembers a perimeter track from between the clearance episodes. 

The land either side was called High Graveshott, its original plot of 10 acres now 

being part of the Applegarth Meadow, and it’s later clearance now beneath 

the bungalows of the Waggoners estate. All of this land, old and new, was 

subject to customary rent, which means that it was occupied before the Bishop 

of Winchester’s records began in 1208.

For a short-cut back to the start you can turn right along the cross path to the

B3002, where turn left, and soon after cross and descend down Waggoners Wells 

Lane to the car park.

If you take this route then you’ll walk right over High Graveshott farmstead, which 

lays under the footpath immediately before the garden of Baillie Scott Cottage 

on the right. In 1349 ‘Agnes sister of Robert atte Grevette’ paid the entry tax for 

inheriting the farm from her brother Robert. Robert had almost certainly died from 

the Black Death, one of a dozen such in Headley that year, during which the 

turnover of tenants increased fivefold. Along with the failures of living tenants to 

pay rents, such as ‘A cottage of Margaret atte Grevesatte which should pay 5s; 

2s received’ it points to a desperate local mortality rate and economic impact.

To continue with the full route, carry on along the hanger-edge path, passing on

This lead seal was 

found in the field 

nearby. It’s marked 

SIGILL IVONIS d HE(T)

LEG – The Seal of 

Hugh of Headley. 

It dates from the 

13th century. Hugh 

carelessly left his 

personal seal lying 

around, to be swept 

with the household 

waste into the 

midden, thereafter 

carried onto his fields 

as manure. Little finds 

like this are important 

evidence towards 

understanding 

a landscape’s 

evolution. Photo by 

courtesy of PAS.
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your right the back gardens of Waggoners estate, then the allotments and the 

playing field. At the end, bear right and emerge into Beech Lane.

The three pretty semi-detached cottages to your left belong to Grayshott and 

District Housing Association. The Association was established in December 1935, 

on the initiative of Mrs Charlotte Lyndon, ‘to provide housing for persons of limited 

means … residing in Grayshott and District’. The Association currently owns 39 

properties.

Continue straight ahead on a gravel track to Beech Hanger Road. Turn right, then

bear sharp left, to the B3002. If you parked near Point 3 for the short walk, turn

right and return along the pavement. Otherwise, turn left and after a few yards 

cross into the bridleway of Ruffitts.

Descend Ruffits, taking great care towards the bottom, where is becomes very steep 

and uneven. Pause in the byeway at the bottom.

14. Stoney Bottom
Now you are in Stoney Bottom, amidst Grayshott’s old smallholder cottages. To 

the east is Stephen’s Orchard, to the west is Ruffits, both set back up the hillside 

to make the most of their beautiful south-facing location. This area is explored 

more fully in Walk 1, and here you have another choice.

To join Walk 1 at its Point 11, you can turn left and continue east along Stoney

Bottom. This will loop you back to the car park at Waggoners Wells in about 

2 miles.

Or, to return directly to this walk’s start, proceed as follows.

On your right, beside an ornamental stone gatepost, you’ll see St Anne’s Lodge. 

This is one of ‘modern’ Grayshott’s older houses. It was built circa 1863 by Edward 

I’Anson as the gatekeeper’s lodge to his mansion of Heather Court.
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Turn right along the byeway, westerly, and continue along the prominent path.

Continue past a bar gate. The path climbs onto a bank, with swamp and then ponds

developing on your right. Take care, the path becomes broken and rooty. Ignore all 

side tracks. 

You are on the route of Walk 1, backwards from Point 11 to Point 8.

After the final pond the path climbs up to the left over a small ridge, then

descends to the right, crossing a muddy patch to return you by the watersplash at 

Waggoners Wells. 

You’ve just followed our Tudor scribe ‘in the direction 
of west in kynges wodd bottom beyond pytfold way 
reaching wakenerswell’. This is his sign-off. 

My Notes, Observations and Reflections
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